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I. Contact Info  
Todd Nicholas Johnson, Lieutenant Commander, United States Navy 

United States Navy P-3C Naval Flight Officer (NFO) 

Roles - Navigator/Communicator (NAV/COMM), Tactical Coordinator (TACCO), 

 and Tactical Officer (TO) 

FAA Pilot Certification 3557300 

Address: 13805 Harbor Creek Place, Jacksonville, FL 32224 

Email:johnsontodd09@gmail.com; todd.n.johnson@navy.mil  

Cell Phone: 808-368-9476 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

II. Section seeking exemption  
I am seeking an exemption to 14 CFR § 61.159, paragraph (d), part (2). 

 

Per 14 CFR § 61.159, Aeronautical experience: Airplane category rating: 

 

(a) except as provided in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section, a person who is 

applying for an airline transport pilot certificate with an airplane category and class rating 

must have at least 1,500 hours of total time as a pilot.  

... 

(d) A commercial pilot may log the following flight engineer flight time toward the 1,500 

hours of total time as a pilot required by paragraph (a) of this section and the total time as 

a pilot required by § 61.160: 

... 

(2) Flight-engineer time, provided the time-  

(i) Is acquired as a U.S. Armed Forces' flight engineer crewmember in an 

 airplane that requires a flight engineer crewmember by the flight manual;  

(ii) Is acquired while the person is participating in a flight engineer  

 crewmember training program for the U.S. Armed Forces; and 

(iii) Does not exceed 1 hour for each 3 hours of flight engineer flight time for a 

 total credited time of no more than 500 hours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

III. The extent of relief I seek and the reason I 

seek it  
1. Introduction.  

I request my flight time as a U.S. Navy Naval Flight Officer be logged equivalent to that 

of a U.S. Armed Forces Flight Engineer crewmember as outlined in 14 CFR § 61.159 (d) 

(2) (i-ii). Per 14 CFR § 61.159 (d) (2) (iii), I specifically request that my flight time as 

U.S. Navy Naval Flight Officer be logged in the same manner as Flight Engineering time 

towards the total flight hour requirements required to satisfy the Airline Transport Pilot 

(ATP) minimums. I am seeking this relief because I believe the U.S. Navy Naval Flight 

Officers training and experiences are at the least comparable if not more strenuous to that 

of a Flight Engineer as outlined in 14 CFR § 61.159 (d) (2). My training as a U.S. Navy 

Naval Flight Officer includes extensive training in pilotage, aerial navigation systems, 

instrument flight procedures, aircraft systems and instruments, aviation weather, aircraft 

performance, and crew resource management.  

 

Furthermore, granting the requested relief would not result in any risk to public safety. It 

would instead provide U.S. Navy Naval Flight Officers who have extensive flight training 

and experience with another efficient and effective pathway into civilian aviation. 

 

2. Relevant References and Definitions.  

a. Per the Navy Enlisted Classification Manual Flight Engineers are enlisted aircrew 

members who serve on military aircraft. Flight Engineers are responsible for monitoring 

all aircraft engine and control systems while in flight. They also perform pre-flight and 

post-flight inspections of the aircraft. Some of the same duties are taught to Navy 

Navigators on aircraft that require Flight Engineers. On aircraft lacking a Flight Engineer, 

Navigators and Pilots complete their tasks.  

b. Per the Navy Designation of a Naval Flight Officer (NFO) are members of the select, 

highly skilled Naval Aviation team. NFOs may be radar intercept officers, tactical 

coordinators, or airborne electronic warfare specialists. All duties involve some type of 

navigation and all include communication with another entity. Naval Flight Officers are 

rated and commissioned military Officers where their primary job is flying. They undergo 

much of the same training as Navy Officers assigned to the Pilot career field. Navy 

Navigators, like Pilots, are assigned to aircraft and serve as part of the flight crew on 

military aircraft with complex missions and systems.  

(2) As part of their primary career field functions, Navy Naval Flight Officers are 

responsible for planning and preparing for all military-related flights and missions. Their 



preparation includes reviewing mission tasking, intelligence, performance data 

calculations, communications setup, coordination with air, land, and sea assets, and 

weather information. They participate in mission planning, preparation, crew briefings, 

and file flight plans. Navy Naval Flight Officers ensure aircraft are pre-flighted, inspected, 

loaded, equipped, and manned for missions. Additionally, they operate airborne 

navigation and combat systems, direct communication with organic and non-organic 

assets, direct crew, and navigate aircraft to accomplish assigned missions.  

 

3. Discussion. 

a. In 2012 a new ATP minimum requirement was established in 14 CFR § 61.159. The 

new provisions allowed for the flight time of Armed Forces Flight Engineer 

crewmembers to be logged towards the mandatory flight hours requirement. The new 

provision made no mention for the flight time for Armed Forces Navigators. I am 

requesting that Armed Forces Navigators flight time count in the same manner towards 

ATP minimums. This would result in Armed Forces Navigators being permitted to gain 

additional hours towards our ATP minimums more quickly and efficiently. As previously 

noted, U.S. Navy Naval Flight Officers undergo extensive flight training. They like Navy 

Pilots are rated and commissioned Officers. Their primary training and duties are 

centered around flying. Flight Engineers do not undergo the same level of training as 

required of Pilots and Naval Flight Officers yet receive additional credit towards their 

ATP minimums that are not afforded to Naval Flight Officers..  

 

Much of Navy Naval Flight Officers coursework, continuing education, career 

progression, and training is conducted alongside that of their Pilot counterparts. Pilots and 

Naval Flight Officers even undergo Initial Flight Training (IFT) together. IFT includes 

classroom training, ground training, and private pilot training, typically in a Cessna 172. 

For flight training, Naval Flight Officers learn to fly the same aircraft as Pilots; the T-6 

Texan II for primary, the T-34 Beechcraft for intermediate, and the T-45 Goshawk for 

advanced. 

 

b. As a Navy Naval Flight Officer, I serve on the P-3C Orion, an aircraft platform that is 

used for Anti-Submarine Warfare and Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance. 

Navy Naval Flight Officers have also transitioned to the P-8A Poseidon which complete 

the same mission. As a P-3C Naval Flight Officer, I have served many different roles. All 

Naval Flight Officers on the P-3C start out as Navigator/Communicators. Their primary 

roles are in the title of the position; they navigate and communicate. They are responsible 

for all flight mission preparation and planning. During flights, I managed the all 

navigation systems while also monitoring all flight instruments and directed the aircraft 

throughout the mission. I was responsible for monitoring and responding to Air Traffic 

Control (ATC), tactical clearances, and tactical operations. Sometimes we would multi 

task radio operations of listening to and responding to six different radios simultaneously. 



Lastly, a P-3C Navigator/Communicator, I directed and observed all instrument 

approaches and procedures. In order to serve in that role, we are required to annually 

complete Instrument Training, just like the Pilots which is not a requirement of Flight 

Engineers.  

 

c. Lastly, I am a subject matters expert U.S. Navy Naval Flight Officer with over 2,300 

hours of military flight time. My 11 years of flight experience should be taken into 

consideration when evaluating my Aeronautical expertise and potential. My experience as 

a Navy Naval Flight Officer is as valuable, if not more valuable than that of an Armed 

Forces Flight Engineer.  

 

d. Request for relief. The Naval Flight Officer crewmember, with their training and 

expertise, would be a valuable asset for the civilian aviation community. Allowing up to 

500 hours of credit is equitable based on my Navy flight experience. The requested relief 

would give me credit for training that would take approximately 7-12 months to complete 

and costs upwards of $75,000 in flight-related expenses. I respectfully request that flight 

time as an Armed Forces Navigator be considered at least equivalent to that of a U.S. 

Armed Forces Flight Engineer crewmember as outlined in 14 CFR § 61.159 (d) (2) (i-iii). 

I further request that my flight time as a U.S. Navy Naval Flight Officer be logged in the 

same manner as Flight Engineering time towards the total flight hour requirements 

required to satisfy the ATP minimums. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

IV. How this would benefit the public as a 

whole  
1. It would allow for an experienced pool of Naval Flight Officers to become eligible to 

be considered for commercial aviation opportunities sooner than they currently are.  

2. Granting this exception and allowing the Navigator’s time to count towards the ATP 

minimums would combat the commercial pilot shortages. Knowing their time would be 

credited towards FAA requirements would potentially increase the odds that military 

Aviators from various aviation career fields would consider commercial aviation 

opportunities after serving in the Armed Forces.  

3. Lastly, as noted, there is a shortage of Pilots in the military and civilian sectors. As a 

result of the current restrictions of 14 CFR, the pool of available aviators in the military 

Aviators sector are an untapped resource. Many Navigators are interested in becoming 

commercial Pilots after leaving military service; however, the cost of completing the 

hours required towards ATP can be a barrier not faced by traditional military Pilots. This, 

along with the stigma that their time as combat-proven Aviators is not valued, can steer 

these experienced Aviators away from aviation after their military service. Allowing this 

time to be considered not only helps U.S. to overcome this barrier but gives the field 

access to a proven resource. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

V. Reasons why the exemption would not 

adversely affect safety  
1. Introduction. While the requested exemption would allow experienced Navy 

Navigators to have their flight time counted towards their ATP minimum requirements, it 

would not adversely affect public safety. I believe the intent of this provision of 14 CFR 

is in part to increase scrutiny on aviation training, to ensure public safety is protected. 

Navy Navigators meet the intended safety standards. As previously noted, Navy 

Navigators have undergone training alongside members assigned to the Navy Pilot career 

field. We are held to and uphold the same safety standards as Armed Forces Flight 

Engineers and are our Pilot career field counterparts.  

2. Relevant Policy.  

a. The Airline Safety and Federal Aviation Administration Extension Act of 2010 (P.L. 

111-216), Section 217 required the FAA to modify the requirements of ATP certificates, 

as issued under 14 CFR part 61. Specifically, to be qualified to receive an ATP certificate, 

a Pilot should have received flight training, academic training, or operational experience 

that will prepare a pilot, at a minimum, to function effectively in a multi-pilot [multicrew] 

environment; function effectively in adverse weather conditions; function effectively 

during high altitude operations; adhere to the highest professional standards; and function 

effectively in an air carrier environment. This section also required the Administration to 

determine an appropriate amount of experience in difficult operational conditions that 

should be required to be eligible for the issuance of an ATP certificate. (See AC-61-138 

Airline Transport Certification Program, Public Law (P.L.) 111-216).  

b. Addressing the Knowledge Gap. Though P.L. 111-216 focused primarily on 

modifications to the ATP certification requirements, the knowledge gap identified by the 

First Officer Qualification (FOQ), Aviation Rulemaking Committee (ARC) remained 

relevant as both initiatives focused on enhancing the qualifications and training for Pilots 

that desire to work in an air carrier environment. The FAA has determined this 

knowledge gap extends to Pilots beyond part 121 air carrier operations to also include 

Pilots that are required by regulation to hold an ATP certificate (§§ 91.1053 and 135.243). 

This knowledge gap can be best and most effectively bridged through successful 

completion of a modern flight training program that methodically integrates academic 



training and aeronautical experience in an FSTD…. (See AC 61-138, Airline Transport 

Pilot Certification Training Program).  

3. Discussion.  

a. The policy mentioned above is designed to ensure industry standards and safety are 

properly maintained. The requested exemption does not negate the requirement for 

completion of the ATP/CTP course. The requirements and expectations for completion 

standards of the course would remain the same. The requested exception would allow 

Navigators to attend ATP/CTP courses when they've completed the same number of 

flight hours as Armed Forces Flight Engineers, given in part their vast operational 

experience. Ultimately, the skills and knowledge required of an ATP/CTP graduated Pilot 

would be the same, and there would be no adverse impact on safety.  

b. To earn an ATP certification, Pilots should have received flight training, academic 

training, or have the operational experience to perform in categories that many Navy 

Navigators have proven their capabilities in. This operational experience also contributes 

to Navy Navigators’ ability to meet and uphold the highest safety standards. They include 

the ability to:  

(1) Function effectively in multi-pilot [multi-crew] environments: For example, Navy 

Navigators are assigned to multi-crew aircraft and have extensive experience and training 

with Crew Resource Management (CRM), Crew Coordination, Risk Management, 

Decision making, and task management. Operating and coordinate with a crew is crucial 

for Navy Aircrew conducting complex mission sets  

(2) Function effectively in adverse weather conditions: Weather theory and avoidance are 

foundational skillsets for Navigators. Navy Navigators are required to understand 

operational risk management and to deal with weather conditions worldwide to 

accomplish our nation's objectives. 

(3) Function effectively during high altitude operations: All Navy Aircrew complete high 

altitude and physiological training to ensure we can recognize emergencies and operate 

safely in the high-altitude environments we frequently fly in.  

(4) Adhere to the highest professional standards: Naval aviation is founded in principles 

of high ethical and professional standards. We are military officers and bring our core 

values with U.S. when conducting flight operations.  

c. Additionally, as previously discussed, Naval Flight Officers undergo extensive initial 

flight training and continuing flight education and training, they receive a qualification in 

each aircraft they serve in to include participating in instructor upgrade courses where 

appropriate. While the requested exemption reduces the number of pilot hours required 

towards the ATP minimums, the Navy flight training and education program bridge any 

potential gaps between civilian Pilots with low hours, without military flight experience, 

and military Pilots. Naval Flight Officers arguably have more formalized flight training 

courses before attending ATP/CPT than most Pilots reaching ATP minimums, which 

positively contributes to the maintenance of safety standards.  



d. Allowing Naval Flight Officers to receive credit towards the ATP minimums would not 

jeopardize safety standards, just as allowing the credit for military Flight Engineers and 

college graduates with aviation degrees does not. The level of relevant training and 

operational experience a Navy Navigator possesses is at least equal to if not greater than 

that of Flight Engineers and directly correlates to being a pilot. 

 

 

 

 

 

VI. Proposed Language for Rule Making 
I am seeking an exemption to 14 CFR § 61.159 (d), Aeronautical experience: Airplane 

Category Rating, As currently written 14 CFR § 61.159, results in Armed Forces 

Navigators receiving zero credit for comparable flight time that of which Armed Forces 

Flight Engineers receive credit for. The current credit allocation is one hour for every 

three up to 500 hours. I am requesting that the FAR 14 CFR § 61.159 be written as such: 

 

Per 14 CFR § 61.159, Aeronautical experience: Airplane category rating: 

 

(a) except as provided in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section, a person who is 

applying for an airline transport pilot certificate with an airplane category and class rating 

must have at least 1,500 hours of total time as a pilot.  

... 

(d) A commercial pilot may log the following Navigator (or equivalent) or flight engineer 

flight time toward the 1,500 hours of total time as a pilot required by paragraph (a) of this 

section and the total time as a pilot required by § 61.160: 

...  

(3) Navigator (or equivalent) time, provided the time-  

(i) Is acquired as a U.S. Armed Forces' Navigator (or equivalent) crewmember in 

 an airplane that requires a Navigator (or equivalent) crewmember by the flight 

 manual;  

(ii) Is acquired while the person is participating in a Navigator (or equivalent) 

 crewmember training program for the U.S. Armed Forces; and 

(iii) Does not exceed 1 hour for each 3 hours of Navigator (or equivalent) flight 

 time for a total credited time of no more than 500 hours. 

 



Thank you for the consideration in re-writing the applicable FAR parts and allowing 

many new dreams to come true in aviation. 


